H I G H P O I N T FA L L 20 17 M O N DAY
Harounian Rugs invites Andrew Pearson Glass into showroom
BY THOMAS LESTER
FOR HAROUNIAN RUGS
International and Andrew Pearson
Glass, the High Point Market is the
beginning of a beautiful friendship.
New York-based HRI needed
additional seating as well as a bar
for entertaining buyers and designers during market hours. Andrew
Pearson, headquartered in nearby
Mount Airy, N.C., needed to show-

case the company’s detailed glass
tabletops.
Fortunately, both have a relationship with Lon Vaughan, who serves
as retail furniture division manager
for Andrew Pearson as well as a
sales representative for Harounian.
“In discussions with (HRI President) Lee Harounian, we came to
an agreement that we could make a
bar for them with their logo on it. At
the same time, it gives them some-

thing to use and shows our capabilities as a custom glass provider,”
Vaughan said. “From there, we
said we need cocktail tables, dining tables, occasional tables with
some places to sit down. They need
places for customers to sit and chat
with work tables. We’re providing
the metal bases and glass tables
for those spaces as well.”
Harounian moved into its new
IHFC showroom (H407) a market
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ago and needed functional ways to
fill the space.
“We got this new space in High
Point, and we were looking for more
furniture. Lon said this could be an
interesting fit here. They’re doing
this bar and some work tables and
occasional tables so their customers can be directed to our showroom to look at their glass product
directly,” said Greg Jordt, executive
vice president of sales and marketing for HRI. “We’re happy, too. Lon
is good for us because we draw
from the same customer base, upper-middle to higher end designers
and retailers. Having them coming
to our showroom to look at these
products is a good match because
we can show them a few rugs while
they’re there.”
Vaughan said when he pitched
the idea to both sides, he had a
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PROVIDER.”
— LON VAUGHAN

symbiotic relationship in mind.
“Harounian is a high-end, handknotted maker of gorgeous rugs,”
Vaughan said. “Their rugs are the
kinds of rugs that cater to that high
end customer. We go after that
same customer. At High Point, we
can help draw customers from our
high-end designers and furniture
stores that could be exposed
to Harounian rugs. By the same
token, their customers could be
exposed to Andrew Pearson.” 

